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FUTURE INSIDE D Women, learn how to rid your worries, seepage3 D Let Wayne St.arr introduce you to Missing Persons, see Encore, page 10 
DLee Lerner, sports editor, previews 
UCF's baseball team, see Sporlsweek, 
pagel3 Serving the UCF Community for 15 Years 
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Preacher moralizes; 
200 watch, listen, jeer 
by Roger Simmons 
Future news 
Preaching the evils of "drugs, sex, 
booze and rock 'n' roll," 20-year-old 
evangelist Jim Gilles drew a crowd of 
about 200 students Wednesday after. 
noon on the Student Cent.er green. 
Saying that his purpose was to 
"preach the gospel for the salvation of 
souls," Gilles presented his message 
at two different times to students, 
staff and facUity who stopped their 
normal routines to list.en to the 
evangelist from Evansville, Ind. 
"I've been to forty-eight college 
campuses in fifteen states since 
August," Gilles said shortly aft.er 
being released from about a 90-minut.e 
detainment at the UCF police station. 
He had been preaching nearly an hour 
before the int.erruption. 
The reason for Gilles' detainment 
was to check . his identification 
and see if he had authorizatic:~n to use 
the green area, according to UCF 
police chief Ron Seacrist. Later, 
Seacrist said that Gilles had a legal 
right to use the green area regardless 
Bill changed; 
senator irate, 
walks out 
by noger Simmons 
Future news 
A student senator stormed out of 
the Jan. 20 student senat.e meeting 
after an unsuccessful att.empt to stall 
passage of an amended appropriation 
bill for. the Student Cent.er. 
Sen. Robert Burkett's motion·for a 
quorum check was thwarted when 
student body Vice President Matt 
Weber refused to recognize him 
during the roll call vot.e on the bill. 
According to · Weber, once voting is 
underway, "~o incidental motion," 
such as the quorum check, can be ac-
cepted. 
However, Burkett maintains that 
his motion for a quorum check was in 
order. He says that most parliamen-
tary procedure codes state that a 
quorum check ·may be taken at the 
time of voting. 
"Sturgis Standard Code of 
Parliamentary Procedure," the rule 
book used by the UCF student senate, 
states that the question of quorum 
must be raised at the time the vo~ is 
taken. The point cannot be taken 
later. 
Unless the minutes show "that a 
quorum was not preserit at the time of 
voting, "the law presumes that since 
the minutes show that a quorum was 
present when the meeting began, a 
quorum continued to be present until 
Senate, page 3 
of whether he obtained authorization. 
According to Seacrist, the green is a 
"public speaking area." 
Under the university's adminis-
trative procedures act, the area 
across from the Engineering Building 
and in fr<;mt of the Student Center is 
open to the public for free speech, 
UCF attorney Ashmun Brown said. 
He also said the only way freedom of 
speech in that area could be denied is 
if someone disturbed the peace or 
violated the law. 
Gilles · kept the tempo ·of his show 
moving with wild gestures and finger-
pointing, along with an occasional 
jump here and there. Whenever 
students closed in on the preacher, _he 
would move to another part of the 
green and continue his sermon. Gilles' 
second appearance on the green lasted 
about 3 V2 hours. 
Gilles said that' girls today are 
mostly "hussies, w:hores and harlots;" 
"Jesus can return virginity," and "all 
sinners hate God" -a claim that was 
disputed by several members of the 
Preacher, page 3 
Th~ Motley Crew 
Elleen·Samelson/Future Pam Glmson/Future 
Jim Gilles demonstrates a point in his sermon to an attentive crowd. Prior to 
this, police temporarily detained Gilles to question him. 
Eiieen Samelson/Future 
Police to use 
tire 'boots' · 
if approved 
by Roger Simmons 
Future news 
Students who have three or more 
parking tickets on the UCF campus 
might have their cars immobilized 
by "boots". . 
UCF police chief Ronald Seacrist 
says that the campus police has pur· 
chased three metal d~vices, known 
as boots, that attach to the tires of 
cars and immobilizes them. 
Seacrist is waiting on state ap· 
proval before the police can use the 
devices. 
The crew team's entry finished a respectable second in the UCF Pepsi Bed In the past, when a vehicle received 
Race Wednesday. Pushing the bed were Tom Dumont, left; Tim McMahon, three or more parking tickets on 
cent.er; and Paul Catanoso, right. campus and did not pay those viola-
. tions, the police called a towing com· 
Cable TV will be offered for dorm students pany .to re~ove the student's c~, 
Seacrist said. 
by Jim Easterling The student had to pay his tickets 
Future news students who choose to have cable on campus, find transportation to 
, TV will pay an additional $20 per the towing company and pay them 
Cable television will be installed in semester for housing costs if one for towing and holding the car. 
at least one dormitory building by building is hooked up. The cost The boot should help ease some of 
next fall, according to Chris Mc- would be $15 per student per the hassles for the student, accor-
Cray, UCF's housing director. semester if two buildings are hooked_, ding to Seacrist. He said the boot is 
Evans Cablevision will be allowed up, he said. "cheaper to the individual involved" 
to install hook-ups in one of UCF's McCray said he thought that this because there is no towing fee, and it 
newer dorms because there have is a relatively small amount when makes the vehicle much more ac-
been many requests for cable televi- added on to the $524 that each stu· cessable to the individual. A student 
sion by dorm students, McCray dent is paying for a semester of whose car has a "boot" on it will 
said. housing. have to pay his traffic fines and an 
The cost of installation and opera- To find . out how many students administrative fee before an officer 
tion of cable TV is about $800 per are in favor of having cable TV, the will remove it. 
month for one building and about Housing Office and the Interhall Seacrist suggested the ad-
$1,200 per month for two buildings. Council have distributed a survey to ministrative fee be $25 based on the 
McCray said this means that dorm Cable, page 3 Boot,page3 
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Read the FUTURE 
·And Find Out What Happened Todqy 
At A Clance 
Writer to lecture on 
free-lancing 
Dana Cassell, executive director of Florida Freelance 
Writers Association, will present a lecture on "The 
Basics of Free-lance Writing," Feb. 2, from 7 to 10 p.m. 
It will be held at the Best Western Catalina Inn, 
located off the I-4 and 33rd Street exit in Orlando. 
Ms. Cassell, who free-lances full-time and who has 
over 650 writing sales, tells how to get started in 
writing and keep going. An overview of free-lancing, ar-
tic~e ideas, query letters, research, manuscript prepara-
tion and submission, marketing, record-keeping, basic 
equipment and finding time to write are featured. 
There will be a $5 charge to non-members; members 
of FFW A can attend free. Prior registration is not 
necessary. For more information, call 305/878-2328 or 
write FFWA, 214 Solaz Ave., Port St. Lucie, Fla., 
33452. 
Bankers association to 
award loan ·. 
The Florida Bankers Association educational founda-
tion is accepting applications from juniors and seniors 
for $900-a-year loans. Th~ loans are awarded on the 
basis of interest in bah.king, scholastic average 
(mi~mum 2.2 GPA), ability, aptitude, need, leadership, 
personality and character. 
Students receiving loans pay no interest until gradua-
tion. If, however, a student completes one year of con-
tinuous full-time employment within the Florida bank-
ing industry after graduation, the loan will be. forgiven 
_and the student will have no further financial obliga-
tion. 
Interested students should contact Dr. Veit, depart-
ment of finance, PH 436, x-2525. Application deadline 
is Feb. 7. 
Services for night students 
available 
The Office of Evening Student Services, located in 
AD 282, is open from 5 to 9 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday. 
It provides information and services in financial aid, 
career placement, the student center, student organiza-
tions, housing, the health center, recreation, the 
counseling and testing center, veterans certification and 
veterans problems. 
For more information call x-2177. 
Vietnamese club recruits 
members 
The Vietnamese American Student Association, a 
non-profit cultural organization, welcomes· any UCF 
student interested in learning about and promoting the 
Vietnamese culture. 
For more information, contact Hung T. Nguyen at 
830-4939 or Nhan H. Pham at 293-5687. 
Coterie club offers ~cholarship 
The Office of Student Financial Aid. is now accepting 
applications for the Winter Park Coterie. Club scholar-
ship for the 1983-84 academic year. 
Students must pick up an application at the financial 
aid office, AD 120, and return it by Feb. 4. 
Pre-Crusade program 
presented tonight 
Youth Quake '83, an advance feature event of the up-
coming Central Florida Billy Graham Crusade, will be 
held at 7:30 p.m. Friday at the First Baptist Church of 
Orlando. 
Larnelle Harri~. recently chosen as best male vocalist 
by religion in media, will be a guest soloist. 
Darby Cottle, two-time All-American shortstop for 
the Florida State University girls ' softball team, will 
also participate in the program. 
Admission is free. The First Baptist Church of Orlan-
do is located on 100 E. Pine Street. 
.. 
• 
• 
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Graham to host Morch women's worry clinic 
by Mary Denton 
Contributing writer 
be "Keeping Your Life in Focus," has 
been vot.ed one of the 10 most respec-
t.ed women in the world. 
Graham has been the host for five 
television series including "Girl 
Central Florida's Women's Worry Talk," the most successful and 
Clinic will celebrat.e its 10th anniver- longest-running syndicated work-
sary at the Orlando Expo Centr~ on , week TV show in America. 
March 25. The program is featuring Graham has writt.en three best-
one of America's best-known per- sellers: her autobiography, "There 
sonalities, Virginia Graham. Goes What's Her Nam~;" a beauty 
Graham, whose ~eynot.e theme will book, "Don't Blame The Mirror;" and 
a cookbook, "Tonight or Never." · Dean of Students Office at UCF, tms· 
She has also raised millions of year's Women's Worry Clinic will~£­
dollars for the American Cancer fer nine sessions beginning at 9 a.m. 
Society. Tickets are $7 per person and will 
The luncheon speaker, Dr. Betty cover the keynot.e address, three op-
Siegel, president of Kennesaw College tional sessions, refreshment breaks 
in Marietta, Ga., is the first female · and lunch. They can be ob~ined 
president in the 33-unit Georgia State through the associate dean of 
university system. Siegel's topic will students a UCF and must be reser· 
be ''Accentuate the Positive.'' . ved no later than March 18. 
Co-sponsored by the Orange Coun- For further information, call 
ty Medical Society Auxiliary and the 275-2824 at UCF. 
Preacher---------------------------------:---frompagei 
crowd who said that everyone sins, 
including Christians. · 
Several members of the crowd were 
very vocal and mocked and heckled 
the preacher throughout his sermon. 
One member spat beer on the back of 
Gilles, .who promptly forgave him. 
Another got so caught up in the 
exhibition that. he came out in drag 
and performed an exotic dance, slowly 
stripping down to a T-shirt and pants. 
Gilles said that the campu,s 
ministry was not doing its job. 
"They're not pr~ching. They may be 
witnessing one-on-one, but they're not 
going out and preaching like Jesus 
told us to and expose sin,'' Gilles srud. 
Senate--------------------------frompagel 
recess or adjournment," Sturgis 
stat.es. · 
Without amendments, the bill 
would have· allowed the appropriation 
of $560 to sponsor two SC represen- · 
Cable---frompagel 
tatives at an out-of-town convention 
on booking campus entertainment. 
Several proposals that decreased 
the originai amount were presented. 
to the senate. 
. Sen. Monty Knox proposed that the 
amount be $248, just enough to ·cover 
the registration cost for the two 
students. Several other compromise 
amendments w~re propos~d that 
would have brought the allocated 
money to as high as $380, but none 
passed except Knox's. 
Had there not been enough senators 
to constitute a quorum, the senat.e 
would have been .~djourned, and · sup-
port.ers of the original bill would have 
been given an extra week to lobby for 
its passage. 
The bill allocation for $248 passed 
the senat.e with a vote of 12·2. · 
Boot---------..,.---------frompage 1 
Gibbs, head of the campus ministry 
group, disagreed with. Gilles. "The 
campus ministry is relating to people 
on a one-on-one basis'' because they 
feel that it is more effective, according 
to.Gibbs. 
Gilles became a Christian in 1980, 
and said that he found Christ during a 
Van HBlen concert. ·Prior to his con-
version, he was involved in drugs and 
alcohol and had been arrested several 
times. 
On Jan. 10, Gilles appeared at the 
University of Florida and was hit with 
a rolled-up newspaper when he made a 
remark regarding a "mast.er race," 
according to the Independent Florida 
Alligat~r newspaper. 
Gilles says that following his ap-
pearance at UCF, he will go to the 
universities _ in Miami with his 
his class standing, whether or nQt he 
will live in UCF housing next fall, 
and whether or not the student is 
willing to pay the additional cost for · 
cable· TV. The surveys are to be 
re.turned to a residence·-hall 
representative or the Housing Office 
by Feb. 1. 
vehicle · towed. Seacrist also em· message. 
phasized that the administrative fee Julie Norris and Kathken Foronda 
might change, depending on the contributed to this story. 
state and university. 
ALL -NIGHT MOVIE 
10pm ~ 5am Sat, ~an 29 SCA 
Night of The Living Dead · 
The Birds The Blob 
Dracula Forbidden Planet 
Beer; ~ine, _Nachc;>s and Popcorn 
Admission Only $2.00!with Student l.D. 
-SPRING BREAK 
TRIP TO NYC 
· ~ March 3 -7 $400 
I Ulll1llh lldllh1I 
(Includes Airfare, .Hotel, Broadway Shows, and More 
deposit $150 due Feb 3 SC Main Desk ex.2611) 
Student Center 
Cinema 
Forbidden Planet 
Jan 28 30 8:30 m SCA 
Cinema Classiques 
ROMA 
8:30pm SCA 
Feq2 
FEBGFEST 
i' 
~ 
~ 
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Make It Your Night 
At The 
Knight ~ut Pub 
-
Serving ·soup & SandWiches 
Along with Coors Beer 
Friday • Saturday 
Featuring · 
Rich Riccillo 
Solo Act Guitarist 
9:00 -1:00· 
Hours of Operation 
Monday • Saturday II • 2 
Sunday4~12 
The scars 
of an abused child 
can stay with us 
all his life. 
' . 
. TitE HAIR SHOP 
Precision Style Cµt $ 7 .00 
10509 E . Colonial Dr. 
(Witrn Dixie Center) 
llNION PARK · . 
Fulf Service Saton 
Walk-lnS_ Welcome 
282-1.700 . 
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8 
Delta Delta Delta 
Congr~tulates 
Its New Sisters 
WE LOVE YOU 
January28 
FEATURING: 
Excellent viewing environment 
large screen 
Four channel synthesized sound 
Plush.atmosphere 
Reserved box.seating 
21st 
ENTURY 
Lounge seating 
Ample leg room · 
Fresh, quality food 
Efficient service 
Colonial· Dr. 
.. l rr 'lt 
·!;j ! (l : 
740 Bennett Rd. .' 1 · ·: 
. Just east of the Fash ion square . ! 
: \ . ;. ·, 896-9332 ~ : 
~**************************************************************************~****~* 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
' 
''Students Se_.ving Stud~nts'' 
Located in SC 200, Call Us at 275·2191 
·Open Weekly From 9 to· 5 
CENTRALIZED SERVICES LEGAL SERVICES 
Discount Movie Tickets , Landlord -Tenant Problems 
East-West Expressway Coupons · Consumer Problems 
Concert Tickets Noncriminal Traffic.Cases 
Theatre Tickets Dissolution 
Typing Service (With ID) Name Chang~ 
------------------------ ·-----.--------------Located in SC 217 Located in SC 210 
Phone 275-2060 Phone 275-2538 · 
DENTAL AID 
X -Rays and Checkup 
---------------------
Located in SC 219 
Call for Appointment 
Phone 275-2413 
Cen~ralized Serviees 
s.c.Rm.20& 
Movie Tlekets 
275-2060 
Eastern Federal 
Northgate 4 
Conway Twin 
Orange Blossom 2 
S.G. Prl·ee Re~. Adm. Tour Savings 
\Yomctco 
Park East & \\'est 
Interstate 6 
General Cinema 
Seminole 
Altamonte 
Park wood 
Fashion Square 
Dinner Theatres 
Once V pon A S tagc 
Theatre On Park 
Area Attraetlons 
Daisy's Basement 
Disn~y World 
Sea World 
Rosie O'Grady's Hcg. Admission 
QI' 00 °1.50 82.50 ~. p 
813.00 
~14.25 
82.50 
811·.50 
89.5Q 
83.25 
(All ~lode Tickets)" 
815.00 
815.95 
84.00 
813.25 
810.75 
84.75 
82.00 
81.70 
81.50 
8L75 
81.25 
81.50 
Ea!ltt-\Vc!'lit Ex1•rc!lt!ltWUY (lO tickct!iii) 82.00 
.. hoto Fll111 Dcvclo1•h1~ (!'lice {~c11trullzcd Scr,·lcc!'li 1•riec li!'lit) 
Ro!ltlc o•Gruch··!'li Pu!i»..-..c!'li 1/2 Price .A111111ul 'lcmbc~hi1• 
. . 
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F 0 RUM The sound of tireless . voices is the price we pay for the right to hear the music 
A free exchange of ideas of our own opinions. 
on the issues of the day Adlai Stevenson 
Future-January 28, 1983 
·End death penalty hypocrisy 
It is time the Supreme Court ended the hypocrisy of 
this nation's death penalty. Thomas "Andy" Barefoot 
has provided the justices *e opportunity to do just that. 
On April 26 the court will hear arguments as to 
whether or not Barefoot will be executed f<;>r the murder 
of Carl te~ a Harker Heigh~s. Texas poli~man. 
H you wrote a letter to the 
editor and it hasn't been . 
·printed yet, here's why: 
Letters to the editor must 
be delivered to the Future by 
5 p.m. on the Monday before 
publication. Letters must be 
typed, double spaced on a 60 
space line. All letters must 
be signed with writer's name 
and phone number to be con-
sidered for publicati_on. 
Writers' names will be 
·withheld upon request. All 
letters are subject to 
editing. 
Some letters may be 
designated as guest 
editorials at the editor's 
discretion, · with permission 
of the author. All submitted 
material becomes the copy-
righted property of the 
Future newspaper. 
-A fury of 12· fellow Texans convicted Barefoot of killing 
Levin, a father of five, in 1978. They heard the evidence, 
_ deliberated and sentenced the murderer to death. Since 
that time, Barefoot's lawyers have done their jobs by ap-
pealing the sentence to any court wh~ would hear the~. 
From our readers 
McCarthyism, no~-King's dream, threatens freedom 
Tqerein lies the hypocrisy. It is the legal system, not 
the lawyers, that has kept Barefoot out of a Texas execu-
tion chamber. A legal system that allows an almost 
endless string of appeals. A legal ·system that executes a 
prisoner not on the grounds of his guilt or innocence but 
on the ability of his lawyers to find a soft-hearted judge in 
Atlanta, Alaska or New Orleans. 
The Supreme Court must either rule the nation's death 
penalty unconstitutional or limit the number of appeals a 
prisoner can make. 
A just nation should live up to its laws. If a law is 
senseless or unenforceable, ·it should be changed for the 
betterment of society. 
. We as a nation must come to grips wit h a tough social 
question. Either we are going to take responsibility for 
the execution of our convicted killers, or we must 
cognitively decide to do away with death row and pay for 
their lifetime incarcer.ation. 
_ ·It is the essence of hypocrisy to keep a man on death 
row until he dies of old age. 
A compromising situation? 
Editor: 
Mr. (Charles) Norris' letter 
in last week's Future 
("Fulfillment of King's 
dream would lead to 
Socialism") was a prime ex-
ample of how millions have 
misunderstood the goals of 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
King fought not for "civil 
rights" but for "P.ull?-an 
rights,'' equality for all; 
denouncing inequities 
· wherever he found them. He 
did not call for "taking from 
the rich to give to the poor," 
but he did ·p,xhort America· to 
at least give the poor the op-
portunity to try to catch up. 
McCarthyism, seeing 
Socialists and Communi~ts 
Guest editorial 
behind every door, could 
assuredly lead us to fill: op-
pressive "police state" _ 
much quicker . than the 
achievement of King's . ad-
mirable goal of social 
justice. 
Stanley Halbert 
Vice President 
UCF's Black Student Union 
. Campus involvement a tribute to King 
Editor: 
We would like to thank 
those administrators, 
students and staff who sup-
ported the third annual com-
memorative observance of 
the birthday of Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 
Specific thanks to the 
UCF Gospel Choir, UCF 
Concert" · Choir, Ushers · and 
WUCF Radio for their par-
ticipation. We are indeed 
grateful for the support of 
the many offices on campus 
who cc-.Jperated in the plan-
ni.Iig of this event. 
Without your . help the 
task would have been most 
difficult. Your cooperation · 
in this effort was symbolic · 
of the model that Dr. King · 
used to mobilize people from 
all walks of life. You are to 
be commended for your 
cooperation. 
We look forward to your 
participation in the fut1:1re. 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
· Steering Committee 
· michael j. west 
Were Future reports that the student senate has 
matured a bit premature? All are _to ·blame for economic tribulations 
News coming off the senate floor last week indicated 
that at least a few senators have adopted the philosophy 
that "winning isn't everything, it's the only thing." 
That concept may go a long way toward winning a 
football game, but it falls short when one is attempting to 
forge a political compromise or gather momentum for a 
presidential campaign. 
Michael E. Griffin 
· Editor in chief 
The FUTURE 
Founded in 1968 by the students of the 
Umversity of Central Florida 
Michael E. Griffin 
Editor in Chief 
Michael J. West 
Business Manager 
Julie D. Norris 
News Editor 
Lawrence H. Thompson 
Entertainment Editor 
Kathleen G. Foronda 
Managing Editor 
Lee Lerner 
Sports Editor 
Pamela Gimson 
Photography Editor 
The economy. It is im-
possible for any American to 
make it through one day 
without hearing that word 
and all the woeful adjectives 
that accompany it. It is suf-
ficient to state that the 
American economy is in a 
c\esperately repulsive state 
of affairs. 
Incessantly, the bleak 
descriptions spew forth from 
our mouths ·and the mouths 
of our politicians about this 
festering national sore. 
_ Word~ like inflation, . reces-
sion, ·depression, reducti9n 
and prime rates )lave 
become so over-used as to be 
vaiueless. Besides, none of 
these words accurately 
describe the economy and 
:none of them mean anything 
to the auto worker who's out 
.'of work and out of unemploy-
ment benefits. 
And who is to blame for 
this mess. Reagan? The 
Japanese? Management? Or 
is it all a communist plot? 
None of these folks should 
take the blame. 
Robert B. Molpus David E. Henderson Blame me. It's my fault. 
Production Supervisor Sales Manager But it's not mine alone-it's 
Offices Located on Libra Drive yours too. The rew problem 
F..ditorial: (305) 275-2601 Business: (305) 275-2865 with the American economy 
This public documen t was promulga~ at an annual CO$t of $'19,(XXJ or 5.3 cents per copy to inform the is the attitude Of every 
university oommunity. Annual aduertisjng reuenu.e of $50,560 ckfroys 63.9 percent of the annual cost. citizen that it, S someone 
Opinio113 e:rpressed in the FUTURE are those of the editor or the writer and noc necessarily those of th" 
UniuersityBoardof PublicatioMOrtheadministrotion. - else's fault. Until this na-
The FUTURE is furuhd partially through the Actiuity and Seruice Fee allocated by Student tional attitude changes, the 
Gouemment of the Uniuersity of Central Florida. 
economy will not alter in its 
spiral down into the deep, 
dark abyss of depression. 
What we've lost is not the · 
buying power of our dollars 
or even our jobs. This co11n-
try has lost something that 
cannot be measured by in-
terest rates, the GNP, or 
unemployment figures. 
We have lost the will, the 
heart, and the guts that 
made the American economy 
so great in the first place. 
Over the years, we have 
salaried ourselves right out of 
the international labor 
market with no ·real quality 
in our products. we con-
tinually demand that the 
government spend our taxes 
efficiently and then get mad 
as hell when it turns out that 
the Japanese produce more 
efficiently than we do. 
The bad news is that the 
r9ad to recovery is longer 
than we can imagine. Balan-
cing the national budget, 
reducing defense spending 
and creating jobs alone Will 
not help on this long, uphill 
climb. 
. We, that's you and I, must 
start taking some of the 
blame for our own troubles. 
But there's more. We, as a 
nation, must reach down in-
s.ide our~elves and find that 
long, lost spiri_t that will 
stop our doomsday at-
ti~udes. 
Then we as individuals 
must be willing to do · more 
work for ourselves and 
others than ever before to 
overcome decades of finan-
cial irresponsibility. 
Only then can we stop say-
ing, "I'll do what it takes to 
feed my family,'' and start 
saying, "I'll do anything to 
help rebuild America." 
The dollar shrinks with the morale of the Anierican people 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
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South Orlando needs upper level night courses 
Editor: 
The following letter was 
sent to Dr. Trevor Colbourn 
on Jan. 11. 
Secondly, I would like to 
express my concern over th• 
lack of a wider range of up-
per level undergraduate 
courses ·available at night 
and the nonexistence of 
weekend courses. 
complete the requirements 
for BAs or BSs while they 
are strapped with full-time 
jobs or career-oriented posi-
tions? 
Rollins College. Personal 
preference leads me to where 
my tax dollars are spent; 
supporting the State 
University . System. 
However, as I look over the 
offerings of upper level 
night . courses, I am begin-
ning to lean toward the other 
alternatives. 
Miami and Tampa/St. Pete. 
There ·are no problems of 
limited course offerings at 
these iµstitutions. I am writing this letter 
first to express my apprecia-
tion for the South Orlando 
Campus and the classes 
made available there, par-
ticularly the few upper level 
business. courses offered. 
What can the students 
who desii-e additional 
growth in education do to 
Currently, there are only a 
handful of alternatives 
available in Orlando; 
Southern College, the . State 
UI?-iversity System and 
Please review the 
resources available at South 
Orlando, the potential land 
now undeveloped in com-
parison to the increasing 
student enrollment. Last 
semester, enrollment was 16 
percent. Now this semester it 
is 46 percent. 
Spanky 
0.\,N0.11-1( 
.SvPf.)2. BOWL 
/ 
Carl McKnight 
Dr. Colbourn, please ad-
vise the Board of Regents at 
their next meeting of the 
course of action students in 
my position may be forced 
to take. I know the rest of 
the university system is a 
powerful, rich source of full 
education in areas like 
Gainesville, Tallahassee, 
I would like to complete 
my education at the univer-
sity where it originated. 
What can I do and will you 
help? 
Terri T. Wright 
Junior/Marketing Major 
"Pro football is like nuclear warfare. There are no 
winners, only survivors . " Frank Gifford 
This Desk can Reach Mach 2. 
Some desk jobs are 
more exciting tl:ian 
others. 
As a Navy pilot 
or flight officer, your 
desk can be a sophis 
ticated combination 
of supersonic jet air-
making authority. 
In the air, and on the 
ground, you have 
management responsi-
bility from the begin-
ning. And your 
responsibility grows 
• I • 
as you gam expenence . 
craft and advanced electronic equipment. 
But you can handle it. Because Navy 
flight training gives you the navigation, 
aerodynamics and other technical 
know-how you need. 
No company can give you this kind of 
leadership responsibility this fast. And 
nothing beats the sheer excitement of 
Navy flying. 
The salary is exciting, too. Right 
away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year. 
That's better than the average corpora-
tion will pay you just-outof college. 
And with re~ular Navy promotions and 
other pay increases, your annual 
In return, Navy aviation demands 
something of you as an officer: 
Leadership. 
Your path to leadership starts with 
officer training that's among the most 
demanding in the military. It's intensive 
leadership and professional schooling 
combined with rigorous Navy fljght 
t~aining. And it's all geared to prepare 
salary will soar to $31,100 after four 
years. That's on top of a full package 
of benefits and privileges. 
Before you settle down to an earth-
you and other college 
graduates for the 
unique challenge of 
Navy aviation. The 
program is tough: but 
rewarding. 
One important 
reward for Navy 
officers is decision-
. bound desk job, reach r ~v70;;0;,;~;; - - - -w ~ 1 for the sky. Reach for 
I INFORMATION CENTER I P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015 the COUpOn .. Find OUt 
I D Pleasesendmemoreinformationaboutbecom- I what it takes to be I ing a member of the Naval Aviation Team . ((ZIAI . part of the Naval 
I 
Name First 1P1ease Princ 1 Last 
1
1 
Aviation Tham. You 
Address Apt. # COUld have a desk 
I City · State Zip I that flies at twice the 
I Age __ t College/ Univers ity I speed of sound._ 
I 
:f:Year in College •GPA 
1 
· 
Ai.Major/ Minor _________ _ 
I Phone Number _________ _ I Arca Code I Best Time to Call I 
I This is for general recrui tment information . You do not hove to I furnish any of the information requ ested . Of course, the more we know. the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posi· L ::::::.: ~h::::a::. ____ ~ ~ J 
Navy Officers 
Get Responsibility Fast. 
Dr~ Trevor Colburn: 
Dolphins by 14 
Mike Griffin: 
Dolnhins bv 3; Yankees in 6 
K*1thleen Foronda: 
Redskins by 3 
Larry Thompson: 
Dolphins by 10 
Lee Lerner: 
Redskins by 13 
Bob Jax.son 
Baltimore - in 1986 
Mike West: 
Dolphins by 24 
LIPP SERVICE INC. 
INCREDIBLE SOUNDS 
Live Or Recorded Music 
Indoor and Outdoor 
Rock I !'lew Wave I Jazz 
. Disc Jockeys 
CHRIS 
322-0701, 
GARV 
645-1802 
College Park Florist 
9'-'1 Yu.a. Im 
Flowers for All Ocosslons 
Valentines Day· Easter 
Moth~rs DayCorsages 
200/o Discount with 
Student l.D. 
Cash & Carry 423-Snl 
2118 Edgewater Dr. 
EPICUREAN 
Restaurant 
American and Mediterranean 
Cuisine 
Specializing In Greek Food 
Excellent Steaks, Seafood and 
Wild Game 
Fine Wines 
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till 
-· 
7900 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando~ Fla. 
277-2881 
/ 
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Peaches and 
J.C. Productions 
Presen.t 
BOWWOW WOW 
~aowWOW\VOW .. 
SEElNulSllllQ.£! 
' 00.K*'tWIGllM;YEAll! 
CllYAU<MR,OOAPEa!AZY 
BOWWOW WOW 
111 Want Candy" 
on sale $5.97 LP & 
Cassette 
~eowwowwow .. 
IN CONCERT AT 
Spit/Park Ave.· 
Feb 2nd 
Tickets on Sale at 
PEACHES 
Special Advance $7.50 
~ 
~ 
~ 
We can look inside· your hair to answer the questions 
that hold the key to good hair condition. Trichoan.alysis® 
hair evaluation, developed by Redken Laboratories, 
helps us diagnose your hair's cosmetic needs ;;ind 
prescribe the right conditioning products . We simply 
examine a few strands of your hair with two scientific 
instruments. If your hair could look fuller , shinier, or 
healthier, come in soon for a Trichoanalysis evaluation. 
Azeeni Hairstyling 
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look 
for Men a·nd Wo~e·n .. .Includes Hair analysis 
OPEN. 
9-5 Tues. -Sat. 
Thurs. Eve. 
by Appt. Only 
No Gratuities Ple.ase 
~ 
';; ~ 
. > ~ ® ~ 
@REDKEN ~ 
~ 7213 Curry Ford Rd.\.· 
n Orlando 
u 273-1313 
~ .. .... ..... ., ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ii 
LEGISLATIVE REPORT 
SENATE ROLL 
as of January 20, 1983 
SENATOR BEGINNING Bill 15-13Bill15-15Bill15-17 RECESS FINAL 
Bill 15-13 (Allocating Money for Purchase of Two Self-Correcting Electric 
Typewriters for the SG Typing Room) 
Senator Rob Rotter introduced this bill to provide two additional 
typewriters to expand S. G. 's ah:eady successful typing service. This brings 
the total # to 9. 
Bill 15-15 (Appropriating Funds for the Attendance of Delegates to MOAS) 
This bill was the first piece of legislation presented by Senator Jim 
Skaggs, an Arts and Sciences Senator. Its purpose i~ for helping send 6 
delegates from UCF to the Model Organization of American States con-
ference. Congratulations Tim on a very well written bill. 
Bill 15-17 (Allocating Money for National Convention NECAA) 
Chairman Jeff Adair introduced this bill to help send two members of 
Student Center's Programming and Activities Council to a National ·Con-
vention which is geared towards providing each school that attends with a 
wide variety of infonnation that can help improve and expand our local 
campus programming. 
Spraker 
Johnson, L. 
p 
p 
B 
y 
Respectfully Submitted 
Dave Kiser 
President Pro Tempore Senate 
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FTX: 
Cadets get 
training 
in the field 
· by Rod Durham 
Future staff 
Throughout the year, cadets . from 
the UCf Army ROTC.program par- ' ' 
, Besides patrolling, cadets must 
'set up camp, an important element 
of any FTX. They must select a ter-
rain, then station themselves arorind 
the perimeter. During nightwatch 
(guard duty), cadets alternate shifts 
for sleeping and guarding U~eir 
posts. 
Action during an FTX is non-stop. 
Sometimes it is exciting, sometimes 
it is routine. The ambush exercise is 
particularly enjoyable for the basic 
corps cadets. They get the chance to · 
spring surprise attacks on up-
. perclassmen in simulated· war-like 
settings. 
ticipate in a series of Field Training 
Exercises (FT_X). The FTX:s prepare 
the Military Science .III students for 
Advanced Camp which is held in the Cadet Capt. ·Joe Lallemont during FTX last year. 
summer at Ft. Bragg, N. C. 
. Photo by Brion LoPeter 
But .the best .training a cadet 
receives on .an FTX is with the 
'Strike Force. Strike Force consists 
of a select group of ·exceptionally-
prepared cadets who embark on 
spec~ missions. Basic Corps students also par-
ticipate in FT.Xs to ·learn land 
navigation, map reading, proficiency 
with the M16 rifle and day and night 
movements. 
The basics of the classroom come 
to life in the fie/,d when cadets go on 
patrols, learn different formati<;ms 
and compete against one another in 
war-like activities. 
Future Staffer Rod Durham had 
the opportunity to experience first-
hand, the events of a UCF Army 
FTX. 
• • • 
The first lesson a cadet }earns on 
an Army FTX is to pack light. Extra 
weight means extra work and there 
is plenty of that already. Cadets 
must carry their back packs at all 
times, which soon becomes annoy- · 
ing, especially on patrol. 
The inexperienced cadet (also 
known as the "cadet who is out of 
shape") is given the opportunity to 
experince all kinds of new traumas. 
Cadets, page 10 
'Sophie's Choice' ·• Meryl Streep's best performance 
by Rod Durham 
Future staff 
Few motion pictures leave lasting impressions aft~r they end. Even fewer 
films are involving and engrossing throughout. And only a handful of mo-
tion pictures achieve cinematic perfection. ''Sophie's Choice'' dQes all of this 
and more. · 
Director/Screenwriter Alan J. Pakula has transformed William Stryon's 
prolix best-selling novel into a cinematic masterpiece. "Sophie's Choi~e" ac-
complishes its main goal-to manipulate the audience's emotions from 
beginning to end. 
feeling pain, anger and frustration as Nathan's unexpected rage emerges for 
no apparent reason. -
The empathy between the three actors is genuine; they invite the audience 
to join them. Peter MacNichol (Stingo) is quietly effective. MacNichol's 
thick. Virginia accent and energetic smile make him all the more likeable. 
Whenever Nathan appears on screen, he ·creates emotional tension. He 
jumps from being kind .to being cruel effortlessly. Kline is such an attrac-
tive, dynamic performer that when he goes on the rampage the audience is 
swept .up in the action. Much is being made of Streep's performance as 
Sophie. Streep spent five months learning Polish and German for the flashback 
scen~s of Sophie in her homeland. 
Set in Brooklyn, 1947, the story concerns itself with a young author named Her characterization is warm, funny and heartening.' There were many fine 
Stingo (the narrator) and his relationship with two lovers, Sophie .(Meryl . performances by actresses in 1982 but Meryl Streep, as Sophie, ranks above 
Streep), a beautiful young immigrant, and her lover/mentor Nathan (Kevin them all. · 
Kline). Nestor Almendros' exquisite cinematography, George Jei:Ucins' produc-
Director Pakula allows the audience to share the joy that these three tion designs and Marvin Hamlisch's score all enhance· the aura. of this film. 
characters emote. The trip to Coney Island is as much fun for the audience "Sophie's Choice" succeeds on nearly every level. It is exhausting, but it 
as it is for Sophie, Nathan and· Stingo. But Pakula also has the audience is an experience no one should miss. 
·True fiction 
··An afternoon in mercenary territory 
by Bob Jaxson 
Adventure editor 
Colonel Blade was in a .bad 
. mood. His last mission had been· 
a disaster and now he was con-
sidering a change of careers. 
Mercenary work wasn't fun 
anymore. 
The "soldier of fortune" life 
had taken him to all the con-
tinents of the world but even 
paid killers need a break from 
the dirty business of pillage and 
murder. 
On thi~ blustery afternoon in 
his mobile home, which 
overlooks a gaping landfill, the 
colonel was preoccupied. He was 
having trouble fixing a 
makeshift lunch of bacon stew 
and head cheese because his left 
hand ~Nas messed up. It was held 
together with ugly stitches and 
scotch tape (the result of a 
mishap with a blender, he said). 
"I've always followed the max-
im of 'expect the unexpected, 
but that last mission was too 
much," he said. He was referring 
to the debacle in Blupfoukia dur-
ing which his British pal, · 
Newton, had been blown up ac-
cidentally. 
The colonel had put the bomb 
under the wrong jeep and when 
Newton drove off on a beer run 
he never came back. 
''What I need is some lighter 
line of work," the colonel said 
with a sigh. He had poured 
himself a bowl of the thick stew 
when a fly zoomed in through 
the broken trailer window. 
Without hesitation, Blade drew 
his .45 revolver (a small but ef-
fective hand cannon) and fired at 
the buzzing intruder. 
He missed the fly but he did 
shoot out the TV set and a lamp 
by the door. U nfazed, the colonel 
sat heavily in a moth-eaten 
recliner and reached for ·his 
favorite readi.ng material. 
''I read these to relax,'' he 
said, picking up a tattered scrap-
book. Inside the mildewed 
covers was an amazingly com-
plete collection of obit~aries of 
famous sports stars. 
After a time, the colonel reach-
. ed for a half-full bottle of 
whiskey and as he took a long 
drink he surveyed his home. 
"Quite a spread, eh?" he asked, 
pointing to the assortment of ar-
mament lying about the room. 
"Maybe I'll become an interior 
decorator or a wrestling pro-
moter or something like that,'' 
he mused, "or maybe I can get 
on with a touring rock band. 
Those roadies make decent 
bucks plus fringe benefits." 
He stood up and walked over 
to a row of shelves lining the op-
posite wall. On the shelves were 
a number of large glass jars fill-
ed with formaldehyde. In, each 
jar, floating in a state of 
macabre suspended animation, 
were. snake heads. 
"These are my pets," the col-
onel said. "I've collected them 
from every desert and jungle on 
. this earth." The rattlesnakes, 
though, are his fa.vorites. 
Malevolent creatures they are, 
with their hypodermic fangs ex-
tended for full effect. 
"A rock band," the colonel 
said as he lifted a jar·from the 
shelf. "You know, if Idi Amin 
had played electric guitar he 
would have ruled the world." He 
shook the jar. The floating head 
bobbed up and down as if to nod 
in agreement. 
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Club scene 
Missing Personspack Park Avenue 
by Wayne Starr 
Future statt 
Back in November, when most 
people thought missing persons 
were Amelia Earhart, Jimmy Hoffa 
and the guy down the block who 
went out for gum and never came 
back, the idea of ·booking a rock 
band by that name .sounded like a 
good one. 
After all, here w~s another entry 
in the never-ending new wave 
sweepstakes. And the same loyal· 
group of folks who go see every new 
band that's never been heard on BJ pear a couple of weeks before 
105 would show up. But by January, Thanksgiving, when Kasey Casem 
what turned into a brilliant move for and his Top 40 gang were still shov-
the Park A venue ownership turned ing the Human League down our 
out to be both a financial mistake for throats every 10 minutes. The only 
the group and an · entertainment people who had ever heard of Miss-
mistake for its fans. ing Persoiis were the same people 
When 1,400 people are packed into who could name every member of 
a room built for 900, shoved in so Squeeze. Unfortunately . a band 
tight you can't force a Moral Majori- member was ill and the show was 
ty newsletter between two bodies, canceled. 
watching a rock concert is about as But by last week the only ones 
pleasureable as chemotherapy. who still hadn't heard of Missing 
The problem resulted from having Persons also didn't know that the 
to reschedule the show .. Missing Per- allies won the war and that Little 
sons was originally supposed to ap-: Debbie Cakes are an intricate part of 
a Soviet plot to take over the world. 
Even Howard Cosell was ponder-
ing life's toughest question, "What 
are words for, when no one listens 
anymore?" Ronald Reagan himself 
was adopting "Destina ti on 
Unknown'' as the theme for the next 
two years of his presidency. The 
group's popularity resulted in the 
sardine syndrome. 
Missing Persons is a visual band. 
While the songs are great on vinyl, 
to be appreciated, they must be seen 
in person . . Instead of hiding in the 
back, drummer Terry Bozzio set up 
· at the front of the stage, giving 
those who could see a free drum 
lesson. 
Terry doesn't play drums, he at-
. tacks them. Guitarist Warren Cuc-
curullo, keyboard whiz Chuck Wild 
and bass player Patri~k 0 'Hearn all 
played fiercely, as if they actually 
enjoyed what they were doing. 
Yet these fine musicians must 
play second fiddle to the group's 
focal point, Terry's wife Dale, who 
dislikes wearing clothes above the 
waist. And when she started to yelp, 
"I am one of the noticeable ones, 
notice me, notice me,'' the 
temperature in the room rose 10 
degrees. 
The band played every song from 
their first album, ''Spring Session 
M," including the hits "Words," 
"Walking in L.A." and "Windows," 
and so.ngs that should · be 
hits-"Tears," "It Ain't None of 
Your Business" and "Here and 
Now." 
Because they are a new band, .they 
don't have a huge . volume of 
material, so the set was relatively 
short (about an hour). But when that 
whole time is spent jumping up and 
down in a fruitless attempt to see 
over the selfish slobs standing up on 
the bar, an hour is plenty. . 
All that can be done now is to look 
forward to more exciting, innovative 
rock 'n' roll from one of the 
industry's best acts, and hope on 
their next swing through Central 
Florida, Missing Persons play at a 
venue at least the size of the Bob Carr 
Auditorium. The binoculars will be 
well worth it. 
Cadets--r:rom page 9 
After rugged field movements, the 
cadet will be sw:eating profusely; 
after a nighttime vigil, he will be 
freezing cold. After long hours of 
waiting, crouched on the cold 
ground, a cadet feels numb. Only his 
eyes and trigger finger show any 
signs of movement. · 
Still, there is no substitute for the 
excitement of a Strike Force mis-
sion. The men perform their duties 
flawlessly. A cadet moves faster 
than he ev~r imagined possible; the 
,@9 acil'enaline is always pumping. 
cat 
•• RUMS OF PUERTO RICO 
Or Q~ ~UM. 80 AND 151 ~ROOF,@ 1982, DON Q IMPORTS, HARTFORD, CONN . 
' 
The success of the mission is 
secondary. Strike force training is 
by far the most exhilirating (and ex-
hausting) part of the entire FTX. 
r--------------1 l ,§.tr, ~~ · L 
1CJ $.cl'~ Pizzeria I 
1 0...,~ s1.0001narge 1 I or Medium pizza I 
I with ad 1 I Casselton Corner 5 
I 1049 N. Semoran Blvd . I 
I Winter Park, Florida 671 _7500 I L... ___ _._ ___ _, _____ __ 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Comi~g Attractions ... 
perform Franck's Symphony in 
D minor. 
The public is invited to this 
free con~ert. 
·ouck and Cover 
. Orchestrated 
The UCF Coµununity Sym-
phony Orchestra will present its 
second concert of the season at 8 
p.m., Feb. 2, at Orlando's 
Edgewater High School. 
Pr.p- and anti-nuke survivors 
will get a blast out of the latest 
offering from the Loch Haven 
Film Group series. "The Atomic 
In addition to the symphony's 
. Cafe," an ironic compilation of 
government propaganda films 
from the '50s, was five years .in 
the making and· offers timeless 
insight into the modern era of 
radiation. 
performance ·of worl,cs by · 
Mascagni, Sibelius and Liadov, 
the 65-member ensemble will 
Showtime is 8 p.m. Jan. 28-29 
and 1 p.m. Jan. 30. Admission is 
$2. . 
The Thirsty Gator Just 
Graduated From COLLEGE 
And He Wants To Show 
His KNOWLEDGE 
Ship Wreck Party 
.Every Saturday 
_ llam ~ 6:30pm 
95¢ Becks 
95¢ Light House Wine Cooler 
Free T-Shirts Given Away 
r------------------------1 
I 1501 Off ~ny Dinner I t. /0 With This . I 
I · · Coupon J L---~~~~~=~-------.-------
Between Unlversltv Blvd. & HWY 50 
Aaron Rents ·· 
Furniture 
STUDENT CONTRACTS 
TELEVISION RENTALS 
NO DEPOSIT FOR 
UCFSTUDENTS 
150/o OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT 
WithThisAd 
5232 SOUTH ORANGE A VE. 
851-5810 
T 
H 
I 
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Concert Dates 
• Mr. Heavy, Billy Squier, will 
rock the St. Pete Bayfront 
Center on Jan. 30,.at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $11 at Select-a-Seat 
outlets. 
I . Arf! Arf! Mohawks and all, 
Bo'Y Wow Wow will play the 
Park Avenue Club on· Feb. 2. 
General admission tickets are on 
sale for $8 at J:>ark Avenue, 4315 
N. Orange Blossom Trail. 
·• Rustproof: Neil Young lights 
up the USF Sun Dome in Tampa 
on Feb. 4, at 8 p.m. Select-a-Seat 
outlets have your tickets for 
$13.25. 
• From Pooh Comer: Kenny 
Loggins will be at the Lakeland 
Civic Center Feb. 5 at 8 p.m. 
-
Tickets are reserved seating and 
are $12:25 at the box office and . 
Select-a-Seat outlets. 
·VCCArt 
, 
"100 Gloves," a mail art project, 
continues through Feb. 18 at the 
Performing Arts Center Gallery 
at the Valencia Community Col-
lege East Campus. 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
The Brothers of PKA : would like ·to 
congratulate · UCF's Larg~st Spring 
Pledge Class 
Mike McCranie 
David E. Burns 
Bryan McManis 
·Jack Perko 
Chris Hahn 
Carlos Payes 
Mike R.iazzi 
William Brett 
Chris Marshall 
Mike Stratton 
David Burdetsky 
Mark Jacobs 
Billy Mosblech 
RonProden 
Shawn Britton 
Scott Allen 
Pavid Ornstein 
Mike Freeman 
Scott Heuler 
David Long 
Steve Street 
Welcome To The Fraternity · 
Page12 
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V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney· 
Personal Injury and Wrongful Death 
Defective Product Injuries 
Criminal Law 
Initial consultation available Without charge 
16 West Pine Street 
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342 
•-waaa•aaaaassaa•saaas••wwrswawW? 
UCF 
KARATE CLUB 
Learn the art of self def ens~ 
* Weight Control 
* Self Confidence 
* Phusical fitness 
_., •• g 
JOIN NOW! 
275-3667 
• ti • . SJ 
Hot Sandwiches · 
Monday CARR\£ NATION'S 
:~:1~~~er8-ll . TAVERN 
. Special Discounts 
Day&Nite 
Tuesday 
All Imports 81 .00 
Wednesday 
Michelob& 
Michelob lite 
85¢ Bottles 
Thursday 
Ladies Nite Free Draft 
For Ladies 8-10 
* ·Speeial: Happy Hour 
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft 
All Imports 81 .00 
M-F 12 til 7 
Friday 
81.00 off any 
' Pitcher8-11 · 
Saturday 
Happy Hour 8-11 
D-J & Dancing 
Sunday 
· All Day & Nite 
20¢ off all cans 
and bottles 
D-J & Dancing (Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297 50¢ off all 'pitchers 
E·Systems continues 
the tradition ·of 
the world's great problem solvers. 
Unquestionably, Leonardo 
da Vinci possessed one of the 
world's great minds. Not only re-
nowned as a painter and sculp-
tor, da Vinci also applied his 
exceptional talents to the me-
chanics of flight, to cartography 
for planning military campaigns, 
and even astronomy. 
Today, scientists and engi-
neers at E-Systems continue the 
tradition by expanding the practi-
cal application of advanced tech-
nology. E-Systems uses the 
principles of flight mechanics as 
the basis for major modifications 
sophisticated guidance and com-
mand and control systems, and 
has designed and built a sys-
tem that greatly expands man's 
ability to study the universe. 
That's only a small seg-
ment of the tough problems 
E-Systems engineers solve in 
the area of antennas, communi-
cations, data acquisition, pro-
cessing, storage and retrieval 
systems and other systems ap-
plications for intelligence and re-
connaissance - systems which 
are often the first of a kind in 
the world. 
to aircraft, expands basic car- . 
tography to encompass highly . ,~/'.:- ·' · 
.. ., .. ~ 
Leonardo da Vinci 
1452-151 9 
;, · .; :-
For a reprint of the da Vinci 
· illustration and information on ca-
reer opportunities with E-Systems 
in Texas, Flori,da, Indiana, Utah, 
and Virginia, write: Dr. Lloyd K. 
Lauderdale,· Vice President 
Research and Engineering, 
E-Systems, Inc., Corporate 
Headquarters, P. 0. Box 226030, 
Dallas, Texas 75266. 
An equal opportunity employer MIF. H. V 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Sports week 
The many f.aces of ''Torchy'' Pam Glmson/Future 
Sports view 
Baseball 
team looks 
to spring 
by Lee Lerner 
Sports editor 
Shortly before Christmas past, 
UCF head baseball coach Jay 
Bergman was offered a position as 
the Cincinnati Reds' minor league 
field coordinator. Bergman would 
have been in charge of evaluating 
player talent and moving them up 
.and down through the leagues. This 
was a shot at a position in profes-
sional hardball that most college 
baseball coaches would have given a 
spare limb to even be offered. 
Bergman, however, after some 
careful consideration turned the of-
fer down. 
UCF head basketball coach "Torchy" Clark runs the gamut of emotions in a recent game against FIT in the UCF gym. 
In Bergman's first fall season as 
UCF's coach he posted a 30-13-1 
record. Despite those respectable 
marks, he's eyeing the spring season 
as one of vast improvement over last 
fall, and because he sees this im-
provement taking place, he didn't' Ba.sketball teams keep winning · take the job with the Reds. "We're 
going to have a good baseball pro-
gram here, and I wanted to be a part 
of it," Bergman said. "It would have 
been difficult to leave the team after 
what we accomplished out here in 
the fall. I wanted to do this." 
by Mike Candelaria 
Future sports 
The UCF men's basketball team 
raised its record to 11-5 overall and 
3-1 in · conference play -after 
defeating Florida Institute of 
Technology at home 78-65 and win-
~ at St. Leo College 70-61. 
Tonight the Knights host Division 
I Centenary College, led by the na-
tion's 10th leading scorer Willie 
Jackson. Tomorrow night the team 
faces Biscayne College also at home. 
In the victory' against St. Leo, the 
1 7 points followed by Terence 
Stanley's 16. 
For the Knights to be successful 
tonight, they must stop Jackson. 
The 6-foot-6-inch forward is averag-
ing 23 points per game for the 
Centenary College Gents. 
Tomorrow night the men will be 
out to avenge a loss to Biscayne in 
the conference championship game 
last year. For UCF, stopping Bis-
cayne's sharpshooting guard Ted 
Mizerak will be the key. 
••• 
Knights trailed early 14-2 in front of The women's basketball team ran 
a boisterous St. Leo crowd. The its record to 15-3 and 3-0 in con-
Knights then settled down and pull- ference play by whipping Flagler 
ed into halftime, leading 36-33. College, 107-46, St. Leo College, 
The secQnd half remained close 70-20, and Miami University, 70-60, 
until the final minutes when the . last week. 
Knights broke the game away. Ron- · Against Flagler and St. Leo the 
nie Thornton led the Knights with Lady Knights outran, outrebound-
ed, and outshot their opponents 
with little difficulty, as all of the 
UCF players were shuttled in and 
out of the game. 
Susan Brase led UCF against 
Flagler with 21 points while Marcie 
Swilley scored a game high 16 
points against St. Leo. 
The Lady Hurricanes of Miami 
posed a greater challenge for the 
Lady Knights. The game remained 
close until the final · five minutes 
when UCF pulled away with some 
clutch free-throw shooting in front 
of a small, but vocal UCF crowd. 
The Lady Knights were forced to 
play without _starting point guard 
Karen Harvey, but Pam Sierra and 
Beverly Knight filled in well. Dorine 
Van Tongeren led UCF in scoring 
with 24 points. 
Tonight the Lady Knights travel 
to St. Petersburg to face conference 
foe Eckerd College at 5 p.m. 
Although the weather might not 
indicate any truth .to it, the spring 
baseball season is only three weeks 
off, and with less than a two-month 
break since the fall season ended, 
the UCF baseball team is out on the 
Baseball, page 15 
McKinnon reaching new heights 
Jay Bergman 
by Mike Candelaria 
Future sports 
Isaac McKinnon has finally 
emerged. 
After three years of slow progress 
at UCF, the 6-foot-8-inch junior from 
Hilliard, Fl., has become an in-
timidating figure in the middl~ of the 
Knights ' defense. 
' Up until this year, McKinnon has 
been sidelined for most of the games. 
As a talented freshman in 1979, he 
played behind starter Dean Rossin. 
His sophomore year was totally lost 
to a foot injury. While playing only 
half the season last year, he averaged 
four points and three rebounds a 
game. 
After a slow start this year, he's 
averaging eight points and seven 
rebounds per game. 
His emergence has come just in 
time for the Knights, who were left 
without a center when 6-foot-10-inch 
Jeff Dorshner and 6-f~t-5-inch Ernie 
Tate left UCF. 
McKinnon began his surge with a 
19-point, 15-rebound effort in . a loss 
against Troy State. He topped that 
with a 22-point, i5-rebound game 
when the Knights . defeated Bethune-
Cookman. Several times this year, he 
brought roaring UCF crowds to their 
feet with backboard-shaking du~s. 
Assistant coach Willie Edison at-
tributes part of McKinnon's success 
to his girlfriend. ''Donna Washington 
has built his confidence, and she has 
continued to stay behind him," 
Edison said. "He has begun to take 
everything more seriously, and to try 
· to accomplish something.''. 
McKinnon.said that relaxation and 
the opportunity to play have made a 
difference in his performance this 
year. "I feel more comfortable now. It 
too}{ a while to get adjusted to a whole 
new surrounding at UCF. 
"Playing more has helped me 
because I can now get into· the flow of 
the game,'' he said. 
Head coach Torchy Clark is very 
happy for McKinnon. "I'm glad to see Pam Glmson/Future 
him off injunes," Clark said. "His McKinnon No.41 has hBd home 
performance is one of the most . · . . 
pleasing things I've seen,'' he said. crowds roanng *his season with 
McKiiinon, page 15 his overpowering slam dunks. 
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Golf team takes sixth in Winter Invitational 
. by Jeff Frederick 
Future sports 
the the team are John Demarco and 
but Steve Gerard. 
his 
The men's team now has a record . pion Florida Southern is 
of 53-27 through five tournaments. favorite along wi~h Rollins, 
Head coach Wayne Mendel is pleased Mendel is optimistic about 
with the season to date. "It's been team's chances. The season has not been as pro~ 
a very successful year so far; all in The next tournament for the mising for the women's team. They 
all we've performed very well,'' Knights is this weekend. in the Sun- have been struggling after their first 
Mendel said. The spring season is tree Invitational at ·Melbourne. The two tournaments of the year. The 
just ge.tting under way for the team field includes Tampa and Brevard first year t~m only needs ~orripeti­
and they have six more tournaments Community College,. who Mendel tion experience and are improving 
scheduled before the national Divi- says is "one of the ·strongest coin- every week, according to Mendel. 
sion II finals ill May. munity colleges in the nation." The team will get some of that need-
· The UCR men's golf team came 
home with a sixth-place finish in the 
. Hall of Fame Winter Invitational 
this past weekend in· Tampa. 
The field consisted of 22 teams, in-
cluding Sunshine. State Conference 
rivals Rollins and University of 
Tampa. Leading the way for the 
Knights was Brad Estes, who placed 
sixth and , just missed all-
tournament ho:Q.ors. 
Mendel .is also looking for a strong . This year's strongest golfers ap- ed experience in the 1983 Lady 
finish in the Sunshine State Con- pear to be Estes, Matt Christy, and . Gator Invitational in GainesVille on 
ference . . Defending national cham- Joe Foguth. Further strengthening the weekend of Feb. 11. ' 
Attention! 
International StUdents 
Welcome to the new semester here at UCF. We 
encourage you to join 9ur organization, as we 
have a full schedule of activities for the year. 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK (Parties, lectures, trips, etc.) 
We are here to help you· in any way. Please feel 
free to visit us at our office in Rm. 152, . Student 
Center, Mon - Fri, IOam -6p~ or call us at 275-2653 
We also invite you to attend our general meeting 
·on Tuesday, Feb I at 5:00 pm in EGN 109. 
From· all of us to All of You 
--
Good Luck! 
Association of International Students 
~e discoveries continue ... 
Hughes 
Story. 
In 1947 a man flew the Flying Boat, 
"Hercules" - the largest airplane in 
the world . 
The man was Howard Robard Hughes. 
His ingenious ideas and explorations 
brought new discoveries in 
aerodynamics, communications. 
avionics. electronics .. 
And the early years of Hughes Aircraft 
Company. 
Today, Hughes 
no longer builds 
airplanes but the discoveries 
and exploration of ideas continue ... 
The company's long history of 
technological firsts. including the first 
working laser, first 3-D radar . and first 
synchronous-orbit spacecraft, position 
Hughes as a world leader in today's 
electronics industry. Company-wide 
opportunities : 
• Electrical . Mechanical , Manufacturing 
or Industrial Engineering e Mate;ials 
• Computer Science • Physic~ 
• Industrial/Electronic Technology 
Requirements may vary . Check with 
your placement office for more details. 
Find out how you can be part of the 
continuing Hughes Story in twelve 
Southern California locations and 
Tucson , Arizona. 
USFL teams arriving 
for campus camps 
About 65 members of the 
Generals arrived on campus Thurs-
day to begin a mini-camp held by the 
team, however, the bulk of the 
teams will be arriving tomorrow~ 
Two teams from the Uni.ted States 
Football League begin . their pre-
season training camps in the UCF 
athletic facilities tommorrow mom-
hig. 
The Boston Breakers, led by head 
coach Dick Coury, and the New 
Jersey Generals, guided by head 
coach Chuck Fairbanks, will each 
bring about 100 players into the 
camps. Both Coury and Fairbanks 
will eventually cut that number 
down to the 40-man league roster 
limit. 
Each team has planned workouts 
for twice a day on the campus' foot-
ball and soccer fields. In addition, 
the squads will be the first to use the 
athletic complex located next to the 
swimming pool. 
I VISA T 
According to athletic department 
business manager, Bill Goldsby, the 
university will be paid after . the 
teams break camp. The amount 
won'.t be known until that time, but 
he said it would be on a per day 
basis. 
The league will play three exhibi-
tion games in the Tangerine Bowl in 
February. Tampa Bay will face 
Boston on Feb. 12; Boston takes on 
Michigan on Feb. 19; and Tampa 
Bay goes against Philadelphia on 
Feb. 26. 
Tlllxmc 
677-5558 
Amateur and Professional finishing available 
- lab on primises 
-film processing as fast as you need it · 
-camera repairs 
-full line of photographic display products: mats, frames print 
-professional print display preparation: 
-mounting, texturizing, spraying 
Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florlda 
10%Student 
Discount 
Hughes Story. Write yourself in . 
Hughes Corporate College Relations 
Dept. NC ; Bldg. C2/B178 
P.O. Box 1042 
El SegundQ. CA 90245 
Hughes representatives 
will be on campus February 101 
(See your placement office for an 
appointment.) · 
Equal Opportunily Employer 
U S C111zensh1p Required 
Cr~aling a new world wilh electronics 
7436 University Blvd. 
University Sq. Shopping Center 
Orlando, Florida 32807 
The cure 
for~ lsi>e91>1e-
Worklngt0gether. 
Our streets and countryside have become dumping 
grounds for trash. But all across America, people 
are now recycling 8 million tons or it a year 
, 
~rile yourself in. [~~~~~c~~] 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
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Baseball-------------=----------------------1rom page 13 
field preparing for the grind of a 
tough 50-game spring schedule. For 
what baseball lacks in physical in-
t.ensity, it makes up for. in its sheer 
volume of games per season. It's 
this large volume of games that has 
Bergman worried. 
its misery. This is a schedule, even 
with its brevity, that rivals the 
rigors of a major league calendar. 
Bergman knows this. He's genuine-
ly worried that he's done the team 
an injustice by over-scheduling, but 
he's not backing down to it just yet. 
rather than with the long ball. 
· Wfth 12 Division I schools on the 
schedule, Bergman is shooting for 
the type of team that will be strong 
enough to beat any team on any 
given day. Naturally, he's hoping for 
a banner year. But because of the 
magnitude of the schedule he feels 
that if the team wins one more game 
than it loses, it would be a great ac-
complishment. 
"I'm not ruling out our champion-
ship chances," he said. "A lot of it 
depends on how well we do early in 
the season." 
By his own admission, the 
schedule of 50 games in a 2V2-month 
period is brutal. Included in the 
schedule is a stretch of 27 games in 
the month of March, including 14 
straight at home within a period of 
just 10 days. The team has five 
scheduled doubleheaders to add to 
With a team .he's calling "average 
everything," Bergman is ap-
proaching this season with an eye 
toward the fundamentals. Bunti~g, 
hitting and running and advancing 
baserunners will be stressed. This 
year's ballclub will be a scrappy one 
that will win games with basics 
McKinnon-.. ~---------Frompage1a 
Despite his sudden success, 
McKinnon doesn't consider himself 
special, and feels he's still the same 
person he was when he first came to 
UCF. On the court McKinnon sees 
himself as a helper who just concen-
trates on winning and is continually 
trying to improve his game. 
St~-H. 
IUIPlAN 
Educational Center 
There IS a difference!!! 
MONDAY 
Busch $2.50 Pitcher 
25cHotDogs 
9 til Midnight 
Heineken Night 
$1.00 per Bottle Course Class Starting 
TUESDAY 
Ladies Night 
St. Pauli Giri $1. 00 
Wine60 
WEDNESDAY 
Stroh's Night 
75c per bottle 
SANDWICHES 
.SATURDAY 
College Football 
Happy Hour 
25cHotDogs 
3-7 p.m. 
Moosehead $1.00 
SUNDAY 
Busch $2.50 Pitcher 
Happy Hour 12 noon till 7 
IMPORTED BEER 
GMAT 
MCAT 
DAT 
Feb. 28 
Feb.12 
Feb. 23 
2238 Winter Woods Blvd. 
Winter Park, Florida 32792 
San Jose Exec. Center 
We reserve the right to cancel any class for 
which there Is Insufficient enrollmept 
Coll for details 
Days, Evening, or Weekends 
678-8400 
Right Across from UCF on Alafaya Trail .273-2461 · Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities 
Puerto Rico Toronto Canada & Lu ano Switzerland 
Deadline: 
Monday at Noon eLASSIFIED 
for sale help wanted 
Comptrails backpack, large, frameless, Japanese to English translation needed for 
slightly used, good condition. 896-0518. 4-page technical article. Leave message 
for K. Mcintyre at 27~2246 (UCF Chemistry 
TRS-80 model 1, Level II Basic with plenty of Dept). Fee negotiable. 
manuals and lots of software. Comes com· 
lete. Must see! Call 275-4834 (John). Babysitter needed for two children In my 
home, Mon-Fri 3-6. Must have your own cac 
BIG speakers (new) rated 100 watts. 12" Coll 896-5828 after 6 PM. 
oofer; midrange, 2 tweeters. Pioneer parts. 
uarantee. $160. Mark, 275-4454. 
:2742 Pennsylvania off 520 near UCF. 3-2, Fla. 
rm., big house, assume 73/4%, good terms, 
porch, fenced, nice. C-Me Realty, 869-4888. 
P/V Topper, long bed, $150. After 5:30, Jim 
Blondie's Food and Spirits Is now accepting 
applications for waitresses with cocktail 
experience and experienced cooks. Apply 
in person only Wed., Thurs., Fri. 2:30-4:00 PM. 
Quality Inn, 11731 East Colonial Drive at 
Alafaya Trail. 
lark, SSS.n27. Does your club or organization need extrc 
cash??? INterested, call 869-0776. 
roommates 
Home cleaners needed. Flex. hrs. $3.50/hr. 
to start. Call 671-7463, leave name & num· 
ber w/ answering svc. 
typists 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. 
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., 
· and editing Included. Reasonable. Call 
Bea, 678·1386. 
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs. 
experience at low rates. Call DAY or 
EVENINGS, 678-4360. 
Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms. 
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp. 
in any/all jobs. Call Martl-1 ml. from cam-
pus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM. 
Typing service available, 11 years ex-
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 27S. 
6257. 
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc· 
tion of spelling, grammar, punctuation. 
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research 
1--~--------------1 papers: resumes, an'd typing. Afl work 
HELP! Need roommate NOW!!! Female to . prepared on IBM display writers. Full·time 
share 2·bdrm. 2-bath apt. $220/mo. includes for rent staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. fur· 
EVERYTHING (rent, elec., phone, groc., etc., naround avail. 671-3007. 
etc., etc.) Call 277-3879 after 6 PM. 
Male to share 2-bdm. apt. $155 & 1/2 elec. 
No water bill, must be neat & nonsmoker. If Here's your chance! Great 2-bdrm. duplex 
finances are unstable don't call. Must have 1h mi. from UCF. Wsh/dry; dishwsh; ceiling 
$125 for security deposit. MWF after 3 PM, fan & all other convenie.nces. Available the 
Tues/Thurs after noon, 277-4460 or 275-4255. end of Feb. Call Tom at 275-3241 . 
Roommate to share 3-bedroom home with W/ option to buy, 3-bdrm., :2-bath w/ tam. 
pool in Winter Park. Male, nonsmoker rm ., fireplace, 2-car garage. 11/2 mi. from 
preferred. Must like large dog. $150 per UCF. $475/mo. Call eves. 904-736-1549. 
mth. Call Steve, 644-3388 evenings. 
Male roommate to share two-bedroom 
mobile home. 3 mi. from UCF. Nonsmoker 
only. $125/month. Call 277·9043. 
carpool 
Ride needed to Melbourne on weekends. 
Will share expense. Call Julie, X4852. 
'273-5610 
UNIVERSITY VILLAS 
Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265 
2 Pools, Tennis Courts 
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall 
wanted 
HELP! A special ed school needs recorders. 
Ride needed to Tampa Bay cirea Feb. 4. Will Please donate your recorders to a worthy 
pay for gas. Vicki , Volusia 271A. Phone 27S. cause. Leave the musical instruments in the 
4581. box In ED 255. Thank you! 
Computer word processing, customized 
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc. 
From $1 .50/pg. Call Jackie, 678-3173. 
WORD PROCESSING··all typing . Prompt. 
Professional. Reasonable. Resume, $4! Call 
JUDY'S Business Svc., 671-0312. 
personal 
Max Dagger is coming ... 
• servtces 
Magic Fingers Massage 
Relieves fatigue and soreness, good for 
back, legs, scalp, neck, and even feet. Ex· 
pert massage as close as your phone. For 
appointment call 275-4225. 
Student Rate: 
50 cents per line 
I 
Personality profiles for your next party. In ' 
depth, entertaining, and accurate. Call 
Elizabeth, 671-1208. 
Business and ·personal consultations. The 
coming yea. clearly defined: business, 
finance, marriage, . health, career. Ac· 
curate and rea'onable. 67H208. 
Gay Community Services of Central Florida 
offering legal and medical referral, coun· 
seling, hot line with trained members & 
Sr"lecial activities. For Information call THE· 
GAYS (843-4297). 
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY 
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, 
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control 
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave. 
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422· 
0606; or toll free 1·800-432-8517. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control infor· 
motion, pregnancy tests and counseling. 
VD screening, low cost, confidential ser· 
vices. 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando 
898-0921 
Individual Confidential Counseling 
Gynecologists' 
Soeaker Service 
2233 LEE. RD. WINTE:~ PARK 
628-0405 
Toll Free 800-432·5249 

